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About This Game

Runeyana is an RPG that combines Hack and Slash action. It evokes a story of bravery, strength, courage, trust and the desire to
overcome destiny. Set in a deep, responsive, huge world, you will explore a beautiful sprawling land gaining the trust of various
species scattered throughout the world. As in real life, you will cope with internal racial tensions by obtaining their trust through

reputation. Use unique weapons and craft your character in both physical and psychological customisation.

Features

  Role Playing Game mixing Hack and Slash action
  Online trade and looting support

  Leveling up
  Learn your enemies’ abilities.

  Storyline based on the ancient gods of Runeyana
  Game goes through the bone age to the stone age

  Questing and NPC system
  Pet system too!

  Create your own army
  Buy your own buildings and hire guardians to protect yourself from players online. Become the King of Alteos by owning as

many buildings as possible.
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Title: Runeyana
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, RPG
Developer:
Blackturn Ltd
Publisher:
Blackturn Ltd
Release Date: 21 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP and newer

Processor: 2.0 GHz

Graphics: NVidia GeForce 8800

Sound Card: Integrated audio

English
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not working

how can i fix it?. Obviously very early on in development, the game has a lot of potential and is a lot of fun.

Currently, it only really seems to have one finished map but it looks like the second one is almost done (just missing cameras).

The goal of this game depends on what team you're on. You're either one of the coppers or a robber.

As a robber you try to get away with a successful heist. You win if you get to a getaway helicopter with 40,000 buckaroos or if
the police mess up and shoot a civilian. You lose if you get shot or time runs out (it resets when you pick up money).

As a cop, you try to catch (shoot) the conniving culprit coveting your banks currency. You win if you shut down the thief before
they escape and complete a successful heist and you lose if you lose both your lives in the attempt or lose your job after shooting
a civilian (this part I find unrealistic. The facing consequences for your actions part).

Each of these team roles has various abilities and in the cases modifier masks on top of those various classes.

Modifier masks change things like jump height and armour and will reveal your intents to be malicious upon their donning.
They are modifiers so while they are neat and add variety, they add nowhere near the amount of the class roles offered.

The various classes actually change the way you play completely. From the spy as a copper where you can pretend to be a
civilian, hiding in plain sight and flipping the script on the nefarious nerdowells to the hacker robber class, letting you see
through the various cameras the bank thought would be antithetical to the act you attempt to commit.

Balance wise, some classes seem vastly more useful than others (the Heavy class for instance has a helicopter rescue that doesn't
seem all that useful on current maps), but I imagine they will all find their places when the game gets more maps finished.

As for cops vs robbers balance, Im still undecided. At first without really paying too close attention to how the mechanisms
worked, it seemed almost impossible for the robber to get away successfully, but once you get to grips with how things work, Id
almost say thats the easier role.

As for player base, currently, if you're playing at prime time for your region, you might just be able to find someone to play
against 1v1, but obviously being a brand new game, that's clearly not finished, its best if you at the very least buy it for yourself
and a buddy where it'll be good fun for quite a while.

Some other small thoughts about the game: While given its rather light on resources aesthetics, it performs excellently probably
even on a toaster (though Im running on a 1070\/7700k both oced), has the minor problem of not allowing me to switch to my
other monitor with the dual setup that I have. It seems to lock your cursor in even when out of focus.

Another small annoyance is that the button to change team chat to all chat (which the game has (text chat), also opens up the
chat window which is just sort of cumbersome.

Otherwise, even if the game was to stop being developed today, right now(2018-06-17) (though it doesn't look like that'll be the
case), id say its easily worth the price of a couple bucks for the amount of fun you'll get out of it.

Be sure to play through the tutorial or you'll wind up confused butting around with the controls for longer than you really need to
be. The tutorial is so short you'll feel like a muppet for not having done it first.. Do not judge this one by it's deceptively simple
appearance!

This game is proof that you do not always need eye-candy graphics and rock-star soundtracks to have a solid gaming experience;
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because good a game concept and design are all that is needed to make a fun game. It has the addrenaline rush moments of some
of the most popular games. It has the required twtich and coordination skills of best action games. Your quick thinking, problem
solving and strategy skills will be challanged. If you are looking for a quick 5 minute gaming fix or hours of intensive
achievement hunting, you have found it. All for the cheap price of $5 or less!!!

Truely DYNAMITE!. I have never been a fan of casual puzzles --I was okay with them, and I might play one from time to time,
but always as a timesink.

Tidalis, however, is something else. It might not make you love the genre if you hated it in the first place, but it's pretty good at
its thing. The mechanics are original and fresh, the objectives go beyond the typical "clear the level" or "score xxx points" and
the game is chock-full with content. It provides a VERY powerful editor that lets you design your own levels --and it's pretty
much required to clear some achievements.

And I liked the story! Some people thought it terrible but I think it's quite funny and daft in a good way. It even goes meta!

(I nominated this game to the "No Apologies" category of The 2017 Steam Awards). This game is ok it would be one of those
games i would rate a sideways thumb if i could. It's a very short game with many branching paths mostly with simillar outcomes.
For an RPGMaker game it's really good that's really all I can say.. bloody awful. Well, I'm only after the first DLC content
(Automata) and I must say the DLC is well-integrated into the story of WD 2. But then again it's nothing special. It is as if the
creators deliberately decided to pick a couple of missions so that those can be excluded from the main game and then later re-
added as extra content.

"Bad Blood" for the 1st Watch Dogs was better in the sense that it included more missions, a new protagonist and an interesting
story that took place after the events of the main game. Personally, this is the DLC approach I prefer.

But hey! These new missions are just as fun as some of the ones included in the base game - in case the game is on sale your
best bet is to purchase the very edition that includes these extra DLC operations to get a full picture of WD 2.. Please bring back
English support! I don't care if it's broken English, I just want to play this game :'). I really love this game and it has a lot of re-
play value. For $5 it's really incredible. The art style and animations are simple but brilliant and the music suits the setting
perfectly. Really amazing.. The game is kinda nice, but it opens a console with an error message everytime I start it. If I close it,
the game closes. I can go on if I leave the console open, but after a little while the commands don`t respond anymore. I searched
for people with the same problem on the forums, and though there are many with the same problem, there seem to be no
solution.
A shame :\/

UPDATE: The game had an update last week. I went to play full of hope, but old saves don't work anymore. And the commands
still stop responding as before... I give up -_-'
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One of the best DLC sneaking suit! but this should come with the game not to pay for it.. This review is LOONG overdue but
Genie is in my top five favorite walking simulators ever. EVER. I love, love, love the narrative, contributed by great voice
acting because you keep wanting to hear more and sometimes space out on the gameplay, while getting lost in Lula's thoughts
and stories ;) The game is very extensive, with multiple endings and different paths to take. I definitely think you get your
money's worth, with all of the twenty minute walking sims out there.

Genie is also filled with beautiful graphics and some very fun easter eggs too. And if you're into riding dragons - there is a
surprise at the end (because yes, I was thinking about the dragon the entire time!) :). If there was a "meh" rating option, I would
have chosen it. I did finish the game, but towards the end I wanted to just get it over with. And I don't really care if I'm going try-
hard on a 1 dollar game, at least it's a thumbs up.

Issues:

-Ball controls - Ball gets caught on edges and drags when too close to the walls, which becomes immensely annoying once you
get to the harder levels.
-Difficulty between Medium and Hard - Really no difference, the maze just gets bigger.
-Music - Single track that's about a minute-long looping throughout the whole game.
-Color changes between levels - There are levels where you go from black to NEON. PINK.
-Lack of settings and additional buttons - No settings, no key re-configurations, no movement sensitivity changes, you can only
turn music off and on. And when you beat a level, you can only click on the arrow to proceed. Allowing the shortkey to be
'enter' or 'space' would have been convenient.
-Finish through walls - There are a couple levels where if you can get the ball close enough to the goal through the wall, it counts
as passing.
-Uninteresting later levels - Specifically the latter half of the medium levels and all hard levels. You have to pretty much go
through at least 50% of the maze to reach the exit. Some levels have you going through almost the entire maze where it's
obvious where dead ends are since it literally takes a couple glances to see that it is sectioned off.

My thoughts throughout the game:

Easy levels: Ahhh, good old nostalgia.
Medium levels: This is fun, but it's kinda getting repetitive. Oh hey, that's a bright co- MY EYES.
Hard levels: Is this actually Hard? It's just slightly longer than Medium. It would be great if I could customize the ball and
background.... I wish I could handle these balls as well as the developer thinks I should. Just let me glitch through the frickin'
walls, I've got 49 problems and I don't want mazes as innovative as modern-day art to be another one.. Lost an hour and a half
forever, for nothing.. I bought on sale.
Selled its trading cards.
I even gain profit. lol. RS is a game where each colour hazman catches charges up his gun (kinda like match-3). But hit the
wrong colour and its back to square one! If you have watched the steam page video, it shows what you are in for. Charming title
for sure, if I was to complain. The black slime can make the game feel a little unfair, as hitting you or the ground is game over
man. Controls are X,A and pad to move.
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